
 

 

 

COURSE RATING SYSTEM 

The USGA Course rating system was introduced on 1 September, 2000 and has proven to be the most 

sophisticated and accurate way to provide ratings for the world’s 34,000 golf courses. In 2020 the system will be 

used by every golfing nation.  

We are indebted to the course raters, of which there are nearly 200, for their voluntary work and dedication to 

this important aspect of the game. We would also welcome new raters so if you are interested in assessing golf 

courses, enjoy working with numbers and have a passion for the game, then we would love to train you for this 

task. You can contact your District association or email New Zealand Golf. philaickin@nzgolf.org.nz 

For our handicap system to operate effectively and provide equitable competition, we require consistency and 

accuracy in course ratings. We conduct training days on an annual basis and when possible assemble raters from 

different Districts so they can view the same situation and take a consistent approach. 

Rating teams work from January to December, but when they assess they base the conditions on golf 

performance in Autumn (March-May) and Spring (September-November). 

A SIMPLE EXPLANATION OF THE COURSE RATING SYSTEM 

The procedure follows a series of assessments and course raters complete a thorough process which takes 

approximately 3-4 hours per set of tees. There are established standards relative to how far a scratch and bogey 

golfer, male and female, hits the ball and it is from these positions that obstacles are assessed. 

Course rating has been used in golf for well over 100 years and the biggest influence on difficulty is the length of 

the course. Whilst we assess so much more than that, the length component is still hugely influential in the final 

numbers. 

The main formula component is the effective playing length of the course, which is derived from the course’s 

measured length. There are five factors that are considered giving a more accurate number that reflects the true 

playing length of the course. These are: 

• ROLL   How far the ball rolls in autumn and spring conditions 

• ELEVATION  The change in elevation from the teeing ground to the putting green 

• WIND   The average daily wind speed during daylight hours 

• FORCED LAY UPS Occasional landing zones are in an area where an adjustment is needed 

• ALTITUDE  Adjustments for courses at an altitude over 2,000 feet 

The measured length and the above effective playing length adjustments are used to determine a yardage rating 

for the scratch and bogey golfer. The scratch yardage rating and the bogey yardage rating is the base numbers 

used in the calculation of the scratch and bogey rating. 

It is very important that each golf hole has a block indicating where the hole has been measured from. The blocks 

should be in realistic positions so that tee placement can be in front of and behind the block allowing for an even 

daily movement. If there are three sets of tees (blue, white and yellow) there should be three separate blocks 

where measurements commence. 
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A further analysis of the course looks at each hole and the obstacles that affect playing difficulty. 

There are 10 obstacles: 

1. Topography  The impact of terrain or landscape on play 

2. Fairway Width  The difficulty of keeping the ball on the fairway 

3. Green Target  The size of the green and the difficulty of hitting that green 

4. Rough & Recoverability The difficulty of a recovery shot when the green or fairway has been  missed 

5. Bunkers  How they come in to play and the difficulty of recovery 

6. Penalty areas – Crossing The distance to safely clear this challenge 

7. Penalty areas – Lateral  The proximity of these areas and how they come in to play 

8. Trees   Based on density, proximity and the difficulty of recovery 

9. Green Surface  Each green is assessed for contouring, tilt and speed 

10. Psychological  A possible additional value based on the accumulated affect of the above 

The values allocated to the above obstacles are multiplied by various factors giving a final number, which may be 

an addition or reduction to scratch yardage rating, with the result the scratch or bogey rating. 

The final summary will provide three results: 

1. The scratch (course) rating is the mark that indicates the playing difficulty of the course for a scratch 

golfer. 

2. The bogey rating is the mark that indicates the difficulty for the 20 handicap male or 24 handicap female 

player and is expressed in a number that reflects these players expected score. 

3. The slope number is the mark that indicates the relative difficulty of the course for the bogey golfer 

relative to the scratch golfer. The average slope number is 113, which is used in various formulas to 

determine course handicaps and nett differentials. Anything above 113 and the boget player will require 

a little more help relative to the scratch player and a number less than 113 will mean thay the bogey 

golfer requires less assistance. 

HOW CLUBS CAN HELP IN PREPARING THEIR COURSE FOR A RE-RATING 

There will be some information that ratings teams require before they commence their rating exercise. This 

includes: 

1. The measurement blocks on the tees easily identifiable and where possible a surveying certificate to 

confirm the measurement is accurate. 

2. The normal daily stimpmetre reading (green speed) during autumn and spring.  

3. The height of the rough throughout the course 

4. The average daily wind speed at times of the day when golf is played 

It would be helpful to have the fairway widths as they are normally  and the green sizes as they are during the 

main playing season. 

To assist the measuring of the course teams would prefer that all pins are in the centre of the green. 

It is also important that a club member with local knowledge on how each hole can play joins the rating team as 

from time to time there will be a query. 

 

 


